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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Methodoloqv and Objectives·
D-Codé conducted a "disaster check" evaluation on three proposed designs for Health Canada's
'Quit4Life' website, which is being designed to encourage teens and youth to quit smoking. Health
Canada presented three designs for consideration:
Option 1: IIlustrated: This design was based on the illustrations of young people.
Option 2: Photographs: This design used a series of stock photographs of four characters and a
relatively clean layout.
Option 3: Urban Edge: This style used original photographs, an "urban" themed graphie
sensibility, and a more "busy" layout.
D-Code merged qualitative and quantitative methodologies to solicit a breadth and depth of
feedback from survey participants comprised of the target audience. D-Code developed an online
survey which was targeted at teens aged 14-19 years of age, who were either smokers or have
smoked at least once. A total of 51 teens from across Canada completed the surv.ey in English.
Feedback generated from this survey is from a relatively small sample and is therefore used for
illustrative purposes only, Survey results are not statistically representative of the teen population
as a whole.
Recommendations:
•

•

•

•

It was a close race, but Option 3 ("Urban Edge") was narrowly preferred over Option 2
("Photographs"). A slight majority preferred the "Urban Edge" option, and almost none of
the survey participants preferred the "Illustrated" design.
Health Canada would, in our opinion, be safe using either the Urban Edge or Photograph
designs for the Quif4Life web site. D-Code recommends fusing elements of both designs
in the final version of the web site.
To improve the look and feel of the website, participants recommended the following:
Keep the layout clean by using good colours, graphies and images, but
avoid "cluttering" the site with unnecessary buttons or links.
Use realistic pictures of teens, not stock photographs of "Gap Models"
•
Ensure that language is not alienating or refléctive of "an adult who is
trying hard to be hip." Judgmental and preachy terms are also to be
avoided.
Target the website for older teens and allow for younger ones to aspire to
it.
Increase the interactivity of the site with games and quizzes, but be very
careful about using childish, simplistic, or stereotyped characters and
statements.
Teens generally like the "Quif4Life' slogan, but some would have preferred the use of the
word "for" instead.
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